1) What is the girl on the porch helping the boy with?  
2) What were the boys supposed to have completed but only completed half of?  
3) What is hanging in the rafters where Mel Gibson’s character is working?  
4) Where is the Assembly being convened?  
5) Who are the crowd screaming to have hanged or killed while they burn a stuffed soldier in effigy?  
6) How many colonies have levied money towards colonial forces?  
7) Which state is the movie taking place in?  
8) What is the name of Gibson’s character?  
9) How many Redcoats were killed at Bunkers Hill?  
10) What was the count of the levy to declare colony’s independence?  
11) Who captured Charles Town? (be specific)  
12) Who does Gabriel see leading several individuals riding a horse through camp?  
13) What did Thomas ask Benjamin about and receive no answer?  
14) Who enters the house while the family is eating dinner?  
15) Where is Gabriel trying to get the dispatches too?  
16) What does the British Colonel order to be done to the House and barn?
17) What is the response to “all slaves who fight for the king shall be granted their freedom?

18) What happens to the Rebels being treated at the Martin’s farm?

19) Who are the boys told to start with in rescuing their brother?

20) Who is leading the American army straight against the British Redcoats?

21) What is the “Lost Cause” mentioned?

22) Martin is asked to keep Cornwallis occupied till who arrives?

23) Why does the British Colonel state he won’t inherit his family’s wealth?

24) A reward is offered for the capture of whom? (be specific on the description)

25) What is Cornwallis’s weakness, according to Benjamin Martin?

26) George Washington issued a proclamation that are slaves who fight for the Colonial Army for 12 months will receive what?

27-29) What is the count for the battle for the militia?

28) ____________________________________

29) ____________________________________

30) Who does Benjamin say you should trust?

31) What happened to the people of the town that supported the militia?

32) What does Benjamin propose as a plan to help win the upcoming battle against the British?

33) Where did General Cornwallis retreat back too?

34) Who were the long lost friends that finally arrived?
1) What is the girl on the porch helping the boy with?  
2) What were the boys supposed to have completed but only completed half of?  
3) What is hanging in the rafters where Mel Gibson’s character is working?  
4) Where is the Assembly being convened?  
5) Who are the crowd screaming to have hanged or killed while they burn a stuffed soldier in effigy?  
6) How many colonies have levied money towards colonial forces?  
7) Which state is the movie taking place in?  
8) What is the name of Gibson’s character?  
9) How many Redcoats were killed at Bunkers Hill?  
10) What was the count of the levy to declare colony’s independence?  
11) Who captured Charles Town? (be specific)  
12) Who does Gabriel see leading several individuals riding a horse through camp?  
13) What did Thomas ask Benjamin about and receive no answer?  
14) Who enters the house while the family is eating dinner?  
15) Where is Gabriel trying to get the dispatches too?  
16) What does the British Colonel order to be done to the House and barn?
17) What is the response to “all slaves who fight for the king shall be granted their freedom?  

18) What happens to the Rebels being treated at the Martin’s farm?  

19) Who are the boys told to start with in rescuing their brother?  

20) Who is leading the American army straight against the British Redcoats?  

21) What is the “Lost Cause” mentioned?  

22) Martin is asked to keep Cornwallis occupied till who arrives?  

23) Why does the British Colonel state he won’t inherit his family’s wealth?  

24) A reward is offered for the capture of whom? (be specific on the description)  

25) What is Cornwallis’s weakness, according to Benjamin Martin?  

26) George Washington issued a proclamation that are slaves who fight for the Colonial Army for 12 months will receive what?  

27-29) What is the count for the battle for the militia?  

27)  

28)  

29)  

30) Who does Benjamin say you should trust?  

31) What happened to the people of the town that supported the militia?  

32) What does Benjamin propose as a plan to help win the upcoming battle against the British?  

33) Where did General Cornwallis retreat back too?  

34) Who were the long lost friends that finally arrived?  

1) What is the girl on the porch helping the boy with?  
2) What were the boys supposed to have completed but only completed half of?  
3) What is hanging in the rafters where Mel Gibson’s character is working?  
4) Where is the Assembly being convened?  
5) Who are the crowd screaming to have hanged or killed while they burn a stuffed soldier in effigy?  
6) How many colonies have levied money towards colonial forces?  
7) Which state is the movie taking place in?  
8) What is the name of Gibson’s character?  
9) How many Redcoats were killed at Bunkers Hill?  
10) What was the count of the levy to declare colony’s independence?  
11) Who captured Charles Town? (be specific)  
12) Who does Gabriel see leading several individuals riding a horse through camp?  
13) What did Thomas ask Benjamin about and receive no answer?  
14) Who enters the house while the family is eating dinner?  
15) Where is Gabriel trying to get the dispatches too?  
16) What does the British Colonel order to be done to the House and barn?
17) What is the response to “all slaves who fight for the king shall be granted their freedom?
17) ____________________________________

18) What happens to the Rebels being treated at the Martin’s farm?
18) ____________________________________

19) Who are the boys told to start with in rescuing their brother?
19) ____________________________________

20) Who is leading the American army straight against the British Redcoats?
20) ____________________________________

21) What is the “Lost Cause” mentioned?
21) ____________________________________

22) Martin is asked to keep Cornwallis occupied till who arrives?
22) ____________________________________

23) Why does the British Colonel state he won’t inherit his family’s wealth?
23) ____________________________________

24) A reward is offered for the capture of whom? (be specific on the description)
24) ____________________________________

25) What is Cornwallis’s weakness, according to Benjamin Martin?
25) ____________________________________

26) George Washington issued a proclamation that are slaves who fight for the Colonial Army for 12 months will receive what?
26) ____________________________________

27-29) What is the count for the battle for the militia?
27) ____________________________________
28) ____________________________________
29) ____________________________________

30) Who does Benjamin say you should trust?
30) ____________________________________

31) What happened to the people of the town that supported the militia?
31) ____________________________________

32) What does Benjamin propose as a plan to help win the upcoming battle against the British?
32) ____________________________________

33) Where did General Cornwallis retreat back too?
33) ____________________________________

34) Who were the long lost friends that finally arrived?
34) ____________________________________
1) What is the girl on the porch helping the boy with?  

2) What were the boys supposed to have completed but only completed half of?  

3) What is hanging in the rafters where Mel Gibson’s character is working?  

4) Where is the Assembly being convened?  

5) Who are the crowd screaming to have hanged or killed while they burn a stuffed soldier in effigy?  

6) How many colonies have levied money towards colonial forces?  

7) Which state is the movie taking place in?  

8) What is the name of Gibson’s character?  

9) How many Redcoats were killed at Bunkers Hill?  

10) What was the count of the levy to declare colony’s independence?  

11) Who captured Charles Town? (be specific)  

12) Who does Gabriel see leading several individuals riding a horse through camp?  

13) What did Thomas ask Benjamin about and receive no answer?  

14) Who enters the house while the family is eating dinner?  

15) Where is Gabriel trying to get the dispatches too?  

16) What does the British Colonel order to be done to the House and barn?
17) What is the response to “all slaves who fight for the king shall be granted their freedom?”

18) What happens to the Rebels being treated at the Martin’s farm?

19) Who are the boys told to start with in rescuing their brother?

20) Who is leading the American army straight against the British Redcoats?

21) What is the “Lost Cause” mentioned?

22) Martin is asked to keep Cornwallis occupied till who arrives?

23) Why does the British Colonel state he won’t inherit his family’s wealth?

24) A reward is offered for the capture of whom? (be specific on the description)

25) What is Cornwallis’s weakness, according to Benjamin Martin?

26) George Washington issued a proclamation that are slaves who fight for the Colonial Army for 12 months will receive what?

27-29) What is the count for the battle for the militia?

30) Who does Benjamin say you should trust?

31) What happened to the people of the town that supported the militia?

32) What does Benjamin propose as a plan to help win the upcoming battle against the British?

33) Where did General Cornwallis retreat back too?

34) Who were the long lost friends that finally arrived?
The Patriot Worksheet

Date: ______
Period: _____

Score: _____ / 34

1) What is the girl on the porch helping the boy with? 1) ____________________________________
2) What were the boys supposed to have completed but only completed half of? 2) ____________________________________
3) What is hanging in the rafters where Mel Gibson’s character is working? 3) ____________________________________
4) Where is the Assembly being convened? 4) ____________________________________
5) Who are the crowd screaming to have hanged or killed while they burn a stuffed soldier in effigy? 5) ____________________________________
6) How many colonies have levied money towards colonial forces? 6) ____________________________________
7) Which state is the movie taking place in? 7) ____________________________________
8) What is the name of Gibson’s character? 8) ____________________________________
9) How many Redcoats were killed at Bunkers Hill? 9) ____________________________________
10) What was the count of the levy to declare colony’s independence? 10) ____________________________________
11) Who captured Charles Town? (be specific) 11) ____________________________________
12) Who does Gabriel see leading several individuals riding a horse through camp? 12) ____________________________________
13) What did Thomas ask Benjamin about and receive no answer? 13) ____________________________________
14) Who enters the house while the family is eating dinner? 14) ____________________________________
15) Where is Gabriel trying to get the dispatches too? 15) ____________________________________
16) What does the British Colonel order to be done to the House and barn? 16) ____________________________________
17) What is the response to “all slaves who fight for the king shall be granted their freedom?”

18) What happens to the Rebels being treated at the Martin’s farm?

19) Who are the boys told to start with in rescuing their brother?

20) Who is leading the American army straight against the British Redcoats?

21) What is the “Lost Cause” mentioned?

22) Martin is asked to keep Cornwallis occupied till who arrives?

23) Why does the British Colonel state he won’t inherit his family’s wealth?

24) A reward is offered for the capture of whom? (be specific on the description)

25) What is Cornwallis’s weakness, according to Benjamin Martin?

26) George Washington issued a proclamation that are slaves who fight for the Colonial Army for 12 months will receive what?

27-29) What is the count for the battle for the militia?

30) Who does Benjamin say you should trust?

31) What happened to the people of the town that supported the militia?

32) What does Benjamin propose as a plan to help win the upcoming battle against the British?

33) Where did General Cornwallis retreat back too?

34) Who were the long lost friends that finally arrived?
1) What is the girl on the porch helping the boy with?  
2) What were the boys supposed to have completed but only completed half of?  
3) What is hanging in the rafters where Mel Gibson’s character is working?  
4) Where is the Assembly being convened?  
5) Who are the crowd screaming to have hanged or killed while they burn a stuffed soldier in effigy?  
6) How many colonies have levied money towards colonial forces?  
7) Which state is the movie taking place in?  
8) What is the name of Gibson’s character?  
9) How many Redcoats were killed at Bunkers Hill?  
10) What was the count of the levy to declare colony’s independence?  
11) Who captured Charles Town? (be specific)  
12) Who does Gabriel see leading several individuals riding a horse through camp?  
13) What did Thomas ask Benjamin about and receive no answer?  
14) Who enters the house while the family is eating dinner?  
15) Where is Gabriel trying to get the dispatches too?  
16) What does the British Colonel order to be done to the House and barn?
17) What is the response to “all slaves who fight for the king shall be granted their freedom?”

18) What happens to the Rebels being treated at the Martin’s farm?

19) Who are the boys told to start with in rescuing their brother?

20) Who is leading the American army straight against the British Redcoats?

21) What is the “Lost Cause” mentioned?

22) Martin is asked to keep Cornwallis occupied till who arrives?

23) Why does the British Colonel state he won’t inherit his family’s wealth?

24) A reward is offered for the capture of whom? (be specific on the description)

25) What is Cornwallis’s weakness, according to Benjamin Martin?

26) George Washington issued a proclamation that are slaves who fight for the Colonial Army for 12 months will receive what?

27-29) What is the count for the battle for the militia?

28)

29)

30) Who does Benjamin say you should trust?

31) What happened to the people of the town that supported the militia?

32) What does Benjamin propose as a plan to help win the upcoming battle against the British?

33) Where did General Cornwallis retreat back too?

34) Who were the long lost friends that finally arrived?
1) What is the girl on the porch helping the boy with?  
2) What were the boys supposed to have completed but only completed half of?  
3) What is hanging in the rafters where Mel Gibson’s character is working?  
4) Where is the Assembly being convened?  
5) Who are the crowd screaming to have hanged or killed while they burn a stuffed soldier in effigy?  
6) How many colonies have levied money towards colonial forces?  
7) Which state is the movie taking place in?  
8) What is the name of Gibson’s character?  
9) How many Redcoats were killed at Bunkers Hill?  
10) What was the count of the levy to declare colony’s independence?  
11) Who captured Charles Town? (be specific)  
12) Who does Gabriel see leading several individuals riding a horse through camp?  
13) What did Thomas ask Benjamin about and receive no answer?  
14) Who enters the house while the family is eating dinner?  
15) Where is Gabriel trying to get the dispatches too?  
16) What does the British Colonel order to be done to the House and barn?
17) What is the response to “all slaves who fight for the king shall be granted their freedom?”

18) What happens to the Rebels being treated at the Martin’s farm?

19) Who are the boys told to start with in rescuing their brother?

20) Who is leading the American army straight against the British Redcoats?

21) What is the “Lost Cause” mentioned?

22) Martin is asked to keep Cornwallis occupied till who arrives?

23) Why does the British Colonel state he won’t inherit his family’s wealth?

24) A reward is offered for the capture of whom? (be specific on the description)

25) What is Cornwallis’s weakness, according to Benjamin Martin?

26) George Washington issued a proclamation that are slaves who fight for the Colonial Army for 12 months will receive what?

27-29) What is the count for the battle for the militia?

30) Who does Benjamin say you should trust?

31) What happened to the people of the town that supported the militia?

32) What does Benjamin propose as a plan to help win the upcoming battle against the British?

33) Where did General Cornwallis retreat back too?

34) Who were the long lost friends that finally arrived?
1) What is the girl on the porch helping the boy with?  
2) What were the boys supposed to have completed but only completed half of?  
3) What is hanging in the rafters where Mel Gibson’s character is working?  
4) Where is the Assembly being convened?  
5) Who are the crowd screaming to have hanged or killed while they burn a stuffed soldier in effigy?  
6) How many colonies have levied money towards colonial forces?  
7) Which state is the movie taking place in?  
8) What is the name of Gibson’s character?  
9) How many Redcoats were killed at Bunkers Hill?  
10) What was the count of the levy to declare colony’s independence?  
11) Who captured Charles Town? (be specific)  
12) Who does Gabriel see leading several individuals riding a horse through camp?  
13) What did Thomas ask Benjamin about and receive no answer?  
14) Who enters the house while the family is eating dinner?  
15) Where is Gabriel trying to get the dispatches too?  
16) What does the British Colonel order to be done to the House and barn?
17) What is the response to “all slaves who fight for the king shall be granted their freedom?”
18) What happens to the Rebels being treated at the Martin’s farm?
19) Who are the boys told to start with in rescuing their brother?
20) Who is leading the American army straight against the British Redcoats?
21) What is the “Lost Cause” mentioned?
22) Martin is asked to keep Cornwallis occupied till who arrives?
23) Why does the British Colonel state he won’t inherit his family’s wealth?
24) A reward is offered for the capture of whom? (be specific on the description)
25) What is Cornwallis’s weakness, according to Benjamin Martin?
26) George Washington issued a proclamation that are slaves who fight for the Colonial Army for 12 months will receive what?
27-29) What is the count for the battle for the militia?
30) Who does Benjamin say you should trust?
31) What happened to the people of the town that supported the militia?
32) What does Benjamin propose as a plan to help win the upcoming battle against the British?
33) Where did General Cornwallis retreat back too?
34) Who were the long lost friends that finally arrived?
The Patriot Worksheet

1) What is the girl on the porch helping the boy with? 
1) ____________________________________

2) What were the boys supposed to have completed but only completed half of? 
2) ____________________________________

3) What is hanging in the rafters where Mel Gibson’s character is working? 
3) ____________________________________

4) Where is the Assembly being convened? 
4) ____________________________________

5) Who are the crowd screaming to have hanged or killed while they burn a stuffed soldier in effigy? 
5) ____________________________________

6) How many colonies have levied money towards colonial forces? 
6) ____________________________________

7) Which state is the movie taking place in? 
7) ____________________________________

8) What is the name of Gibson’s character? 
8) ____________________________________

9) How many Redcoats were killed at Bunkers Hill? 
9) ____________________________________

10) What was the count of the levy to declare colony’s independence? 
10) ____________________________________

11) Who captured Charles Town? (be specific) 
11) ____________________________________

12) Who does Gabriel see leading several individuals riding a horse through camp? 
12) ____________________________________

13) What did Thomas ask Benjamin about and receive no answer? 
13) ____________________________________

14) Who enters the house while the family is eating dinner? 
14) ____________________________________

15) Where is Gabriel trying to get the dispatches too? 
15) ____________________________________

16) What does the British Colonel order to be done to the House and barn? 
16) ____________________________________
17) What is the response to “all slaves who fight for the king shall be granted their freedom?”
18) What happens to the Rebels being treated at the Martin’s farm?
19) Who are the boys told to start with in rescuing their brother?
20) Who is leading the American army straight against the British Redcoats?
21) What is the “Lost Cause” mentioned?
22) Martin is asked to keep Cornwallis occupied till who arrives?
23) Why does the British Colonel state he won’t inherit his family’s wealth?
24) A reward is offered for the capture of whom? (be specific on the description)
25) What is Cornwallis’s weakness, according to Benjamin Martin?
26) George Washington issued a proclamation that are slaves who fight for the Colonial Army for 12 months will receive what?
27-29) What is the count for the battle for the militia?
30) Who does Benjamin say you should trust?
31) What happened to the people of the town that supported the militia?
32) What does Benjamin propose as a plan to help win the upcoming battle against the British?
33) Where did General Cornwallis retreat back too?
34) Who were the long lost friends that finally arrived?
1) What is the girl on the porch helping the boy with?  
   1) ____________________________________

2) What were the boys supposed to have completed but only completed half of?  
   2) ____________________________________

3) What is hanging in the rafters where Mel Gibson’s character is working?  
   3) ____________________________________

4) Where is the Assembly being convened?  
   4) ____________________________________

5) Who are the crowd screaming to have hanged or killed while they burn a stuffed soldier in effigy?  
   5) ____________________________________

6) How many colonies have levied money towards colonial forces?  
   6) ____________________________________

7) Which state is the movie taking place in?  
   7) ____________________________________

8) What is the name of Gibson’s character?  
   8) ____________________________________

9) How many Redcoats were killed at Bunkers Hill?  
   9) ____________________________________

10) What was the count of the levy to declare colony’s independence?  
    10) ____________________________________

11) Who captured Charles Town? (be specific)  
    11) ____________________________________

12) Who does Gabriel see leading several individuals riding a horse through camp?  
    12) ____________________________________

13) What did Thomas ask Benjamin about and receive no answer?  
    13) ____________________________________

14) Who enters the house while the family is eating dinner?  
    14) ____________________________________

15) Where is Gabriel trying to get the dispatches too?  
    15) ____________________________________

16) What does the British Colonel order to be done to the House and barn?  
    16) ____________________________________
17) What is the response to “all slaves who fight for the king shall be granted their freedom?”

18) What happens to the Rebels being treated at the Martin’s farm?

19) Who are the boys told to start with in rescuing their brother?

20) Who is leading the American army straight against the British Redcoats?

21) What is the “Lost Cause” mentioned?

22) Martin is asked to keep Cornwallis occupied till who arrives?

23) Why does the British Colonel state he won’t inherit his family’s wealth?

24) A reward is offered for the capture of whom? (be specific on the description)

25) What is Cornwallis’s weakness, according to Benjamin Martin?

26) George Washington issued a proclamation that are slaves who fight for the Colonial Army for 12 months will receive what?

27-29) What is the count for the battle for the militia?

30) Who does Benjamin say you should trust?

31) What happened to the people of the town that supported the militia?

32) What does Benjamin propose as a plan to help win the upcoming battle against the British?

33) Where did General Cornwallis retreat back too?

34) Who were the long lost friends that finally arrived?